
Streaming MM Bridge 



Overview 
This component provides the user with an Avalon ST sink interface through which memory 
mapped read and write transactions may be requested.  These MM requests are then 
communicated into the Qsys system through an Avalon MM master interface.  Read data 
that is returned for read requests is passed back to the user through an Avalon ST source 
interface. 
 
The read and write requests are passed thru the sink interface using Avalon ST packets and 
the standard ready/valid handshake with ready latency 0.  The read data responses are 
passed thru the source interface using Avalon ST packets, but only valid is used for the 
handshake, with ready latency 0, so there is no way for the user to backpressure the 
returning read data stream. The user must ensure that their logic is capable of capturing 
100% of the returning read data that they request thru this bridge or it will be lost. 
 
More details about the component operation follow in this presentation as well as in 
comments at the top of the source file for this component. 
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This represents what was described in the overview text. 
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Multiple bridges could be implemented within a system to scale the capabilities up in a 
system.  For certain architectures this replication of the bridge may be desirable. 



Streaming MM Bridge 
Integrated Scaling 
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The component supports the Avalon ST channel port, so muxing traffic from multiple ST 
sources is natural as well as demuxing returning read data responses.  This offers scaling 
options in the ST domain behind the bridge without needing to replicate the bridge. 



Request Packet Header Formats 

struct packet_header_64 { 
    u64 byte_address; 
    u16 length_bytes; 
    u8  reserved; 
    u8  type; 
}; 

64-bit Address 32-bit Address 

struct packet_header_32 { 
    u32 byte_address; 
    u16 length_bytes; 
    u8  reserved; 
    u8  type; 
}; 

The component requires the user to choose one of these two address formats during 
parameterization.  During runtime the component will only accept the one format chosen at 
parameterization time. 
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Request Packet Header Fields 
• address – this is the 64 or 32 bit address for the requested 

operation.  This represents a 32-bit byte address in the bridge 
masters address map.  If the master is actually configured for fewer 
bits than 64 or 32, then the unused most significant bits will be 
ignored by the component. 

• length_bytes – this 16 bit field represents the number of bytes 
expected to be transferred in the request.  The value ZERO is illegal.  
If the master is configured to burst less data than a 16 bit length 
represents, then the unused most significant bits will be ignored by 
the component. 

• reserved – this 8 bit field is currently reserved. 
• type – this 8 bit field represents the requested transaction type.  At 

this time the 2 lsb bits of this field are encoded to represent read / 
write / and noop.  00 = noop-nodata, 01 = read and 10 = write.  11 = 
noop-withdata. 



Packet Formats / ST data width 
struct packet_64addr_st32 { 
    struct packet_header_64; 
    u32    write_data[]; 
}; 
 
struct packet_64addr_st64 { 
    struct packet_header_64; 
    u32    pad; 
    u64    write_data[]; 
}; 
 
struct packet_64addr_st128 { 
    struct packet_header_64; 
    u32    pad; 
    u128   write_data[]; 
}; 
 
struct packet_64addr_st256 { 
    struct packet_header_64; 
    u32    pad[5]; 
    u256   write_data[]; 
}; 
 
struct packet_64addr_st512 { 
    struct packet_header_64; 
    u32    pad[13]; 
    u512   write_data[]; 
}; 
 
struct packet_64addr_st1024 { 
    struct packet_header_64; 
    u32    pad[29]; 
    u1024  write_data[]; 
}; 

struct packet_32addr_st32 { 
    struct packet_header_32; 
    u32    write_data[]; 
}; 
 
struct packet_32addr_st64 { 
    struct packet_header_32; 
    u64    write_data[]; 
}; 
 
 
struct packet_32addr_st128 { 
    struct packet_header_32; 
    u32    pad[2]; 
    u128   write_data[]; 
}; 
 
struct packet_32addr_st256 { 
    struct packet_header_32; 
    u32    pad[6]; 
    u256   write_data[]; 
}; 
 
struct packet_32addr_st512 { 
    struct packet_header_32; 
    u32    pad[14]; 
    u512   write_data[]; 
}; 
 
struct packet_32addr_st1024 { 
    struct packet_header_32; 
    u32    pad[30]; 
    u1024  write_data[]; 
}; 
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The component will 
require the user to 
choose one of these 
ST bit widths during 
parameterization.  
At runtime the 
component will only 
accept the one 
width chosen at 
parameterization 
time. 



Symbol Transmission Order 
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Note that the byte order 
presented to the master 
interface is little endian 
for MM transactions, and 
the symbol order on the 
sink and source interfaces 
are big endian for ST data 
words.  This component 
internally inverts the 
endian order between 
the two interfaces. 



Read Data Response 

• The read response packets contain only the read data 
requested.  No additional header or anything. 

• The response data words will carry the appropriate ST-
channel which made the request. 

• The read data is passed over the ST data path with the 
alignment that was received from the MM data path.  
So for reads that access misaligned data within the 
read data word, the bridge makes no effort to re-align 
the data in any way, it’s the users responsibility to 
extract the appropriate data from the complete word. 



Protocol Errors 
• The component cannot detect any errors in the address field of the transaction header.  Any unused 

msb’s for the address field are ignored by the component. 
• The component attempts to detect errors in the length field of the transaction header.  Any unused 

msb’s for the length field are ignored by the component.  The value ZERO is an illegal length.  The 
component takes the length and address fields and calculates the total word count required by the 
transaction, it then ensures that this word count is within the bounds of the burst length that the 
component has been configured for. 

• The component cannot detect any errors in the type field of the transaction header.  The upper 6 
msb’s are ignored, and the lower 2 lsb’s are completely defined, so there is no way to detect any 
issues with these values. 

• The component attempts to detect invalid sequencing of the SOP and EOP ports on the ST sink 
interface.  If SOP or EOP are not signaled when expected this causes an error.  The component 
internally counts the number of write words requested by the transaction and ensures that it 
observes the proper assertion of EOP. 

• The component cannot detect any errors in the channel port that is presented to the ST sink 
interface. 

• There are 6 errors that are detected by the component, and these will cause the component to lock 
up.  Reset is the only mechanism that can clear a lock up.  The detectable errors are: 

– expected sop – component expected sop on next word but sop was not present. 
– unexpected sop – component was not expecting sop but sop appears on the next word. 
– early eop – eop appears before the component expects it, during the header or data phase of the packet. 
– late eop – eop is absent  when the component expects it, during the header or data phase of the packet. 
– total word count – the total requested word count exceeds the burst length supported by the component 
– zero length – the length field is zero. 



Avalon ST Interface Usage 
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Both the request sink interface and the read data response source interface use the 
same general Avalon ST interface. 

- this port carries the symbols for each data beat.  The symbol width will be 
8-bits and the symbols per beat will be user selectable as 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, or 
128.  Note that data port transmits symbols in big endian order. 
- this port signals the ST ready signal with ready latency 0 
- this port signals the ST valid signal with ready latency 0 
- this port signals startofpacket on the first data word carrying the first 
symbols containing the request header for request packets, or it signals the 
first read data word returning from a previous read request. 
- this port signals endofpacket on the last data word carrying the end of the 
request, or the last word of read data of the response. 
- this port signals which channel a request packet and response packet is 
associated with. 
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